
Fixed blade broadheads are a
mainstay in the archery indus-
try and it’s a safe bet to say they

will never go away. Fixed blade heads
have tipped the front end of arrows for
thousands of years and have proven
themselves both in war and in the
hunting field. On the other hand,
mechanical or expandable broad-
heads have only been around for a rel-
atively short time having first
appeared in the 1950’s and their use
by hunters continues to grow. 

Not too long ago, bows weren’t
nearly as fast as they are today and
aluminum arrows were the norm for
hunting. Today, high speed bows
move thin walled, lightweight carbon
arrows along at speeds over 300 feet
per second so some fixed blade
broadheads may plane under those
conditions. As a result, hunters have
become more selective as to which
hunting head they choose. It’s no

secret a fixed blade broadhead has a
tendency to try to steer from the front
when propelled at high speed so, it
must be carefully tuned for accurate
flight. On the other hand, an expand-
able blade broadhead, with its blades
snugly tucked into the ferrule, can
handle these high speeds and deliver
extreme accuracy with less arrow or
bow adjustment. 

Jesse Smith, owner of Barefoot
Archery in Charlotte, North Carolina
said the percentage of sales of fixed
versus mechanical broadheads in his
pro shop is about 50/50. “I post the
results of my customers’ hunting suc-
cess on a board in my shop and right
now, out of sixty successful hunters,
twenty-nine harvested a deer using an
expandable broadhead.” Smith attrib-
utes the growth of expandable broad-
heads to a better marketing effort by
manufacturers. “Not too long ago, I
gave some mechanical heads away as
door prizes because I couldn’t sell

them. Today, I have a hard time keep-
ing some heads in stock. The Rage
expandable broadhead is my best sell-
er and I attribute that to their excel-
lent marketing strategy using televi-
sion ads and celebrity hunters to sell
their products,” he said. Smith noted
the Grim Reaper and Swhacker
Expandable heads are also good sell-
ers because of both the advertising
they receive and their attractive pack-
aging.   

Tim Stark, sales representative at
B & B Archery in Manassas, Virginia
told ArrowTrade about 80 percent of
the broadhead sales are mechanical
broadheads. “The new bows we sell
today are so fast most of our cus-
tomers are switching to a mechanical
broadhead. It’s a close race between
the Rage and NAP’s Spitfire with the
Rage holding a slight edge because

Today’s Mechanical Heads
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The rear deploying blades on Rage two-
blade SlipCam broadheads are guaran-
teed by the company to open upon entry
giving hunters a large, 2 inch cutting
diameter for maximum tissue damage.
The ShockLock System locks the blades
down for flight while an o-ring acts like a
shock absorber when the blades hit bone.

All Rage broadheads come with a stain-
less steel instant cut tip and a HexFlat
design to help provide a stable flight. The
Rage 3 blade head has a 1-1/2 inch cutting
diameter while the exclusive ShockLock
System holds the blades in place and pro-
tects them from severe impact.

The 2 blade Rage 40KE was designed
specifically for those with short draw
lengths and for use with bows of light
draw weights generating less than 40 foot
pounds of kinetic energy. The more forgiv-
ing blade angle of the Rage 40KE has a
cutting diameter of 1-1/2 inches for
greater penetration at lower kinetic ener-
gies. The heads come three to a pack and
include a free practice head. They are
available in 100 grain weight only.
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some of our customers feel the Rage
makes a bigger hole.”

When a customer buys a new bow
Stark recommends the shooter con-
sider using a mechanical broadhead
but stops short of recommending a
specific one. “If someone asks, I tell
them I shoot the Spitfire because I’ve
tested these heads out to 120 yards
and they fly great,” Stark said. “Of
course that’s just my personal opinion
and the customer is free to choose the
heads they want. There are a lot of
good ones out there.” 

It doesn’t take a genius to figure
out hunters shooting super fast bows
with thin, lightweight arrows are more
likely to turn to a mechanical broad-
head in an effort to achieve better
accuracy. Fortunately, they have a lot
of heads from which to choose.
Because of the number of mechanical
broadheads currently available cou-
pled with an increase in the number
of companies offering them,

ArrowTrade decided to take a look at
the expandable broadhead market
and see what’s available. 

Rage 
According to Jon Syverson, vice

president for sales at Rage, since their
introduction Rage broadheads have
caught on quickly among hunters
because of their revolutionary
SlipCam rear blade deployment sys-
tem. Upon impact, the blades imme-
diately open with no loss of kinetic
energy. Because the blades deploy
from the rear, they follow the cut on
impact tip without grabbing or
deflecting. As a result, hunters report
huge entry holes, gaping wound
channels and unprecedented blood
trails. The exclusive ShockLock sys-
tem holds each blade in position
without the need for rubber bands.
Rage broadheads come with a
ShockLock o-ring that acts like a
shock absorber. If the blades hit bone,
the o-ring absorbs the impact. 

The Titanium Rage 2-blade
broadhead was introduced a year ago
and combines a space-age metal with
the same SlipCam rear-deploying-
blade design as the other models. The
Titanium Rage 2-blade has all the
strength of the regular steel blade at a
fraction of the weight and twice the
strength of aluminum. Titanium is
used extensively in the aerospace
industry due to its superb weight-to-
density ratio and relatively ductile
nature. Considering the structure and
bone density of big-game animals,
titanium may be the ultimate choice
for hide-cutting, bone-splitting devas-
tation. Syverson noted that the top-of-
the-line Titanium Rage 100-grain 2-
blade is designed and tested to with-
stand numerous hits on bone and soft
tissue making it more durable while
offering better penetration. 

Because of hunter demand, Rage
now offers the Rage 40KE made
specifically for those shooters with
short draw lengths or for bows with
light draw weights generating less
than 40 foot pounds of kinetic energy.
This 100-grain, 2-blade broadhead
has a 1-1/2 inch cutting diameter and
features blades with a specially
designed slightly swept back blade
angle. “The new Rage 40KE fills a
niche that we didn’t have filled,”
Syverson said. “This new broadhead is
ideal for women, kids, and for smaller
framed shooters whose bows produce
less kinetic energy. The more forgiving
blade angle of the Rage 40KE, com-
bined with the proprietary SlipCam
system, offers the most reliable broad-
head design available for greater pen-
etration at lower kinetic energies,”
Syverson continued. 

Rage 100-grain broadheads are
available in a 2-blade design with
either the new 1-1/2 inch or the giant
2 inch cutting diameter in addition to
a 3-blade design with a 1-1/2 inch cut-
ting diameter. They come in a package

Fit the Bill for Many Hunters
By Mike Raykovicz

The Rage Titanium does everything the
standard Rage does only better. The titani-
um body provides a stronger head that is
slimmer and sleeker to provide better pen-
etration. The decrease in weight allows a
larger cut on contact tip which also helps
penetration. These heads are simple,
strong and extremely sharp but cost
almost twice as much as the standard
Rage broadhead.

The distinctive orange ferrule of the Rage
Crossbow broadhead is made of machined
aircraft aluminum and has a stainless
steel instant cut tip and a large 1-3/4 inch
cutting diameter. The crossbow heads
come in 100 and 125 grain weights and
feature the same SlipCam Deployment
System found on other Rage broadheads.
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of three with a practice head included.
For those wanting a heavier broad-
head, the 125 grain 2-blade Rage is
now available. The 125 grain Rage 2-
blade has a black ferrule and comes
with a silver practice head. 

Crossbow hunting continues to
grow as many states make them legal
hunting tools. Currently, 14 states and
four Canadian Provinces have
approved crossbows for hunting. To
help meet the need for an effective
crossbow broadhead, Rage has intro-
duced a 100 grain and 125 grain head
designed specifically for crossbow
use. Syverson says the new Rage
Crossbow broadhead delivers consis-
tent arrow flight and has a cutting
diameter of 1-3/4 inches. The
SlipCam rear-blade-deployment sys-
tem features the same design as is
used on regular Rage broadheads and
offers fully deployed blades upon
impact

The Rage Crossbow broadheads
can be recognizable by their lustrous
orange color, and they are sold in
packs of three with a free practice
head. Rage Broadheads is headquar-
tered at 101 Main Street, Superior, WI
54880; (715) 395-9955.

Carbon Express
Carbon Express is known for its

excellent line of carbon arrows and is
an industry leader in arrow innova-
tion. A year ago, it introduced the

lethal F-15 Dual Blade and F-15
Expandable Broadhead. The dual side
by side cutting blades provide six cut-
ting surfaces the company says cre-
ates a 250 percent larger wound chan-
nel than does a single bladed broad-
head. The F-15 Expandable is suited
for use with the highest speed bows
and can produce a significant wound
channel with greater blood loss result-
ing in quicker kills.

For those shooters who hunt with
a lower poundage bow, Carbon
Express says the Torrid 3-Blade 100
grain expandable broadhead is a pop-
ular choice because of its field point
accuracy and dependable blade
retention system. The Torrid 3-Blade
head has an aircraft grade aluminum
ferrule along with a lead blade that
delivers maximum penetration. The
2-Blade Torrid EXP features a fixed
cut on impact head for increased
penetration while two expanding
blades follow the cut on contact
blade to produce a large cross-cut-
ting diameter. 

Rounding out the Torrid model
line is the Torrid SS that features a tro-
car hollow ground chisel point on an
aircraft grade aluminum ferrule.
According to Carbon Express this
combination promises increased
strength and penetration coupled
with a three blade expandable design
for increased cutting action. The
Torrid SS with a 1-1/8 inch cutting
diameter and .031 blade thickness,
comes with a weight adjustment col-
lar that lets hunters choose between
an 85 and 100 grain broadhead
weight. Carbon Express can be
reached at 3476 Eastman Drive,
Flushing Michigan 48433; (800) 241-
4833.

G5
G5 Outdoors is a family owned

business backed by more than 40
years of precision manufacturing
experience. In 2010, the company
introduced the T3 mechanical broad-
head. It has proved to be the most suc-
cessful broadhead introduction in the
company’s history. To help meet
demand, G5 has ramped up produc-
tion for 2011.  

The T3 is made totally from steel
and the company says this makes it

320 percent stronger than broadheads
made of 6061 T6 aluminum. This
blade offers hunters a huge 1-1/2 inch
cutting diameter to create massive
entrance and exit wounds and good
blood trails. Shooters can customize
blade deployment by using the innov-
ative Spider Clip Blade Retention
System which utilizes no rubber
bands or o-rings. Each package of
broadheads comes with two different
tension clips. One clip provides easier
deployment for use with lower
poundage bows and the other offers a
stronger tension setting for use with
high speed bows and crossbows. 

The second mechanical broad-

Named after a fighter jet, the Carbon
Express 100 grain F-15 dual blade expand-
able broadhead has six deadly cutting
edges.With a 1-3/8 inch cutting diameter
and .030 super sharp blades, the F-15 is
engineered to consistently perform. Its
solid, one-piece ferrule makes it extremely
durable while the multiple cutting surfaces
create a 250 percent greater wound chan-
nel than single blade systems, according to
the company.

The 100 grain Torrid 3 blade expandable
broadhead by Carbon Express features an
aircraft aluminum ferrule and dependable
blade retention. The three main blades are
.031 inches thick and follow a razor sharp
.68 inch wide lead blade for maximum
penetration. The large 1-1/2 inch cutting
diameter provides good blood trails.

The sleek looking Torrid SS broadhead by
Carbon Express features a trocar, hollow-
ground chisel point and an aircraft grade
aluminum ferrule for increased strength
and penetration. The Torrid SS has a 3-
blade expandable design for increased
cutting action and a weight adjustment
collar that allows the shooter to choose
either an 85 or 100 grain broadhead
weight.
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head offering by G5 is the Tekan which
the company says represents a new
breed of broadheads. The Tekan fea-
tures an innovative rearward blade
deployment system that requires less
than three pounds of energy to open.
The solid ferrule is made of stainless
steel and has a 1/2 inch cut on contact
tip. Serrated, razor sharp blades
deploy on impact and remain open

through the entire wound channel
while the 1-1/2 inch cutting diameter
produces massive blood trails accord-
ing to the company. G5 Outdoors can
be reached at P.O. Box 59 Memphis,
Michigan 48041; (866) 456-8836.

New Archery Products
When New Archery Products

came out with the Thunderhead fixed
blade broadhead the company gained
a reputation for producing one of the
finest bowhunting heads in the indus-
try. To this day, the Thunderhead
remains a best seller and the preferred
hunting head for legions of
bowhunters across the country. Today,
NAP offers a variety of broadheads
with the same quality and innovation
as the venerable Thunderhead. Not
content to rest on past laurels, the phi-
losophy at NAP is to cover the entire
range of hunter demands by offering a
wide variety of hunting heads includ-
ing mechanical broadheads.

According to NAP’s Director of
Engineering, Bob Mizek, the new
BloodRunner is a unique hybrid

broadhead delivering field point
accuracy and a 1-1/2 inch cutting
diameter that produces massive
blood trails and quick recoveries.
Mizek said the BloodRunner’s three
sharp .035 inch thick super strong
blades make a 1 inch cut even in the
closed position, which means this
broadhead is guaranteed never to fail.
“The BloodRunner has a low, 1 inch
flight profile for field point accuracy
and offers hunters a strong, accurate
broadhead with absolute dependabil-
ity. The blades remain closed while in
flight and slide open when the broad-
head hits its target. A light spring
inside the head opens and closes the
blades so they may appear closed
when the head is removed from a tar-
get or if the head passes completely
through an animal. This is by design
and in no way means the blades didn’t
fully deploy,” Mizek explained. 

Mizek noted the BloodRunner 2-
blade with its massive 2-1/16 inch
cutting diameter, is made of super
strong 7075 aircraft aluminum and is
designed to provide extreme strength
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The newer three-blade T3 by G5, with the exclusive Spider Clip
blade-retention system, lets the user fine tune blade tension for
matching deployment pressure from high-speed bows and cross-
bows. This system eliminates blade pre-deployment, making the
most of the T3’s field-tip accuracy and 1-1/2 inch wide cutting
diameter.

Enlarged to show detail at lower left in the photo grouping, the
G5 Spider Clip Blade Retention System allows a shooter to tune
their blade deployment by customizing the blade tension. This is
a great feature for those shooting high speed bows or crossbows.
Each package of broadheads comes with 2 different tension clips.
One clip provides easier deployment for use with lower
poundage bows while the second has a stronger tension setting
for use with high speed bows, crossbows, or for shooting through
blind windows. In addition, the Spider Clips eliminate the need
for rubber bands or o-rings.

The Tekan by G5 has a solid one-piece
stainless steel ferrule driving an extra-
wide blade span. The black, no-glare
ferrule is guided by a cut-on-contact 1/2
inch cutting tip and rearward deploying
blades that open for a wide and deadly 1-
1/2 inch cutting diameter. The tip and
blades feature G5’s Diamond Cut sharpen-
ing that delivers razor sharp blades. The
made in the USA Tekan comes in a three
pack and includes practice blades.
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and excellent penetration. “Because
of its design, the BloodRunner 2-blade
will not open while in a quiver and,
like the 3-blade model, it doesn’t use
o-rings or rubber bands and is avail-
able in a 100 grain weight,” Mizek stat-
ed. 

Over the years, NAP’s Spitfire has
been one of the most trusted mechan-
ical broadheads on the market.
According to the company, hunters
like the pinpoint accuracy of this head
and the ultra-sharp Diamize blades
that promise massive hemorrhaging
and knock down power. The Spitifire’s
hardened Trophy Tip point is specifi-
cally designed to maximize its bone
splitting power while a patented
Micro Grooved Slimline ferrule greatly
increases flight accuracy and penetra-
tion. 

The 100 grain Spitfire Edge has all
the proven features of the Spitfire but
is an amped up version of its older
brother. NAP says the Spitfire Edge
offers both straight and serrated blade
edges that not only slice through hide
and flesh with ease but saw through
bone without wedging. The blades are
offset to stretch hide to produce large
exit holes and excellent blood trails.  

Turkey hunting has tens of thou-
sands of enthusiasts across the coun-
try and many like the challenge of tak-

ing an adult tom with their archery
tackle. The Gobbler Getter mechani-
cal broadhead will help them achieve
this goal. The point of this head is
designed specifically for turkey hunt-
ing and is engineered to produce
maximum shocking power as it hits a
bird. The Spitfire Gobbler Getter
comes in either a 100 or 125 grain
weight and is sold in three packs. 

New Archery Products is known
for producing innovative products
and the new FOC crossbow broad-
head can be added to the list. Mizek
explained FOC stands for “Freakin
Outrageous Cut” and this broadhead
promises to deliver just that. The FOC
features a whopping 3 inch cutting
diameter and is designed for today’s
modern crossbows with speeds in
excess of 400 feet per second. The
FOC weighs 170 grains which brings
the weight forward balance to 15-20
percent without the use of a special
insert. The broadhead has a 3 inch cut
in the open position and an even larg-
er 3-1/4 inch cut during hyper-cut
mode as the blades swing open 

Because of its low profile, this
crossbow broadhead is just 11/16 of
an inch wide in
the closed
position,  and
Mizek stated

wind planing will never be a problem.
He also noted shooters can expect
excellent groups and that the beefy
.039 thick Diamize blades of the FOC
are hair-shaving sharp and tough
enough to stand up to the worst pun-
ishment while the advanced geome-
try of the FOC means there will be no
deflection on higher angle shots. To
aid in bolt tuning, free practice points
are included in the package. New
Archery Products is located at 7500
Industrial Drive, Forest Park, Illinois
60130; (708) 488-2500.

Sanford Innovations 
According to Chris Sanford,

owner of Sanford Innovations, the
ExpanDead mechanical broadhead is
the only broadhead engineered with a
hassle free o-ring Pivot System and
Lock-Arm Technology. “This guaran-
tees the massive .040 inch thick blades
will completely open to over 1-1/2
inches at entry and will stay open dur-
ing penetration.”  He also noted the
razor sharp, stainless steel blades and
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The Bloodrunner, by New Archery Products, is a hybrid design
hunting head combining the elements of a fixed blade broad-
head with that of a mechanical head. The super-strong stainless
steel razor sharp rear-deploying 2-blade has a 2-1/16 inch cut-
ting diameter. The unique ferrule design made of tough 7075
aircraft aluminum provides strength and penetration.

The New Archery Products Spitfire
mechanical broadhead is a tried and
true performer. It comes in 85, 100 and
125 grain weights. The 85 and 100 grain
heads have a 1-1/4 inch cutting diame-
ter while the 125 grain model cuts a
wider 1-1/2 inch hole.

NAP says the Spitfire
Edge is a Spitfire on
steroids. The Edge is
equipped with exclusive
NAP straight/serrated
blade. According to the
company, these blades
have the ability to saw
through bone. The offset
blades can produce gap-
ing exit holes and mas-
sive blood trails. Because
of its unitized design and
precision manufacturing
Edge broadheads
promise “out-of-the-box”
field-point accuracy.
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heated-treated steel tip assure the
ExpanDead head will hit with devas-
tating impact and cause extensive tis-
sue damage. 

Sanford explained ExpanDead
broadheads generate their destructive
force by using an innovative body and
deploying three high performance
blades which are attached using a
patented Hassle-Free O-ring Pivot
System and Lock-Arm Technology. He
went on to say that while in flight, the
blades hold tight to the body for pin-
point accuracy and, immediately on
impact, the powerful tip blasts the

blades open and locks them into a
cutting position. Sanford said the
blades are guaranteed to stay com-
pletely open to produce giant entry

and exits holes. Hunters will like the
Hassle-Free O-ring Pivot System that
protects the o-ring so it can be reused
shot after shot without replacing it.
The unique design of the ExpanDead
broadhead allows it to be shot with
the blades open or closed.

In addition to its broadhead offer-
ing the company has come out with
the unique Missile Broadhead
Container which, according to
Sanford, is the industry’s ultimate
broadhead transport and storage
device. In addition to working as a
protective container, this completely
waterproof, three-in-one design also
works as a broadhead wrench and
sharpening stone. Made from heavy
duty materials, the Missile fits most
broadheads and is safe to carry in a
pocket or hunting pack. 

The base piece of the Missile
includes a threaded post that holds
the broadhead in a free-floating posi-
tion so the blades stay razor sharp at
all times. Once the broadhead is
secure in the base, the top piece sim-
ply screws on for a completely water-

RamCatBroadheads.com 
412-519-5352

100 GR 13/8 cut 
125 GR 11/2 cut

X-Bow Lethal 
Back Cut  
Technology

Hydroshock 
Self-Centering  
Chisel Tip

Hits Like a Ram

100 GR 13/8 cut
Cuts Like a Cat ©

100% PROVEN
Penetrates deeper and is more 

accurate than any fixed broadhead 
in the world, with independent 
testing at Stanford University!

Fulton Precision Archer y

Hardest 

Hitting 

Broadhead 

on Earth!

NAP’s Gobbler Getter mechanical broad-
head is designed with a cone-shaped sil-
ver bullet point that delivers added shock
and drag for knock-down power on big,
tough turkeys. The three Diamize blades
are held closed by a snap-locking reten-
tion system which means no rubber bands
are needed to ensure the blades stay
closed out of even the fastest bows. The
Gobbler Getter features a 1-1/2 inch cut-
ting diameter and a .030 blade thickness.
They are available in either a 100 or 125
grain weight.

The NAP Maxx has a 1-3/4 inch cutting
diameter making it 1/4 inch wider than
the original Spitfire. The cut-on-contact
point improves penetration. A micro-
grooved ferrule reduces weight and
smooths air flow as an aid to field-point
accuracy.

The F.O.C. (Freakin’ Outrageous Cut)
mechanical broadhead by New Archery
Products is the first broadhead it designed
specifically for cross bow use and NAP
promises it will fly true even out of today’s
fastest, 400 plus feet per second (fps)
crossbows. Because of its wide, 3 inch cut-
ting diameter, the company says it has
become a very popular head for hunting
turkeys as well. The FOC weighs 170
grains which brings the weight forward
balance of the bolt to 15–20 percent with-
out the use of special and expensive brass
inserts. Three practice points are included.

The ExpanDead mechanical broadhead by Sanford Innovations comes in a 100 grain
weight and features three .040 inch blades that are attached to the ferrule with a
patented hassle free o-ring system. Hunters will like the fact it can be easily converted to
a fixed blade broadhead if they so desire.
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proof, dust-proof fit. Sanford
Innovations is located at P.O. Box
3233, Billings, Montana  59103; (406)
669-4000. 

Swhacker
When looking at a Swhacker

broadhead, it’s clear this mechanical
head is different than others on the
market. The unique blade design of
the Swhacker provides hunters with
two separate cutting edges. In the
closed position the edge on the lead-
ing “wing” blade cuts through hair
and hide allowing the razor sharp
edges of the main part of the blade to
cut through blood vessels and internal
organs. According to the company,
this means more lethal hits and good
blood trails resulting in more recov-
ered game. Hunters will find angled
shots won’t pose a problem because
the tip of the broadhead enters the
body cavity of the animal well before
the wing blades deploy. The stainless
steel blades are a sturdy .032 inches
thick and honed razor sharp. The
point is made from hardened high
carbon steel while the ferrule is con-
structed from aircraft aluminum. The
heads are available in 100 and 125

grain weights and have a 1-3/4 and 2-
1/4 inch cutting diameter respective-
ly. Swacker LLC is located at 205 Fair
Avenue, Winnsboro, Louisiana 71295;
(866) 671-3827. 

Rocket 
According to Marketing Manager

Jason Pickerill, Trophy Ridge offers
hunters no fewer than 11 mechanical
broadhead choices in a variety of
weights and cutting diameters under
the Rocket broadhead name. With its
streamlined flight diameter, the
Rocket Meat Seeker is a rear deploy-
ment broadhead that he said flies like
a field tip creating massive entry and
exit wounds in game. Pickerill noted
what makes the Rocket Meat Seeker
so effective is a large piston cylinder
located behind the tip. The moment
the tip touches the target, the piston
begins moving forward and initiates
blade expansion from the rear. Before
entering the hide, the piston’s inertia
thrusts the blades full open and locks
them in the cutting position. The tip,
shaft, insert and blades are all forged
from heat treated solid stainless steel
and feature a non-barbed design
making this hunting head legal in all
states. The Meat Seeker, with a 1-1/2
inch diameter cut, is available in an 85
grain two blade model or, for those
looking for a heavier head with a larg-
er 2 inch cutting diameter, a two or
three blade 100 grain model is also
available. 

The Rocket Steelhead and
Steelhead-XP broadheads offer
hunters a titanium nitride coated one
piece ferrule that promotes deep pen-
etration and generates a great deal of
kinetic energy according to the com-
pany. The Steelhead comes in 100 and
125 grain weights and has a machined
steel tip designed to smash through
bone while the 100 grain Steelhead-

The new Missile broadhead container by
Sanford Innovations features a complete-
ly waterproof, three-in-one design that
also works as a broadhead wrench and
sharpening stone. Made from heavy duty
materials, the Missile fits most broad-
heads and is safe to carry in a pocket or
hunting pack. The base piece of the
Missile includes a threaded post that
holds a broadhead in a free-floating posi-
tion so the blades stay razor sharp at all
times. Once the broadhead is secure in the
base, the top piece simply screws on for a
completely waterproof, dust-proof fit. The
top of the threaded post includes slotted
grooves so that the base of the wrench
can be used to tighten the broadhead
onto the shaft. The base also includes a
sharpening stone on the bottom to quick-
ly touch up the edge on a dull broadhead
or even a hunting knife.

The Swhacker 100 grain broadhead
shown in both closed and open position,
features a carbide tip and stainless steel
blades with a 1 inch diameter while in
flight and 1-3/4 inch final cutting diame-
ter. The 125 grain head offer a 2-1/4 inch
cut. Angled shots with either model are
not a worry since the tip of the head
enters the animal before the wing blades

The streamlined design of the Meat
Seeker by Rocket allows it to fly like a field
point making it very accurate. According
to the company the piston hammer
deploys the blades the moment the head
comes in contact with game which means
there is no loss of energy. Before entering
the skin, the piston’s
powerful inertia
thrusts the blades
fully open into a
locked cutting posi-
tion hammering the
tip forward for better
penetration. This
maximizes the entry
wound while the
rotating chisel tip
finds the path of least
resistance around
bone for maximum
penetration.
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XP has a razor sharp cut on contact tip
that can slice through the toughest
hide. 

The third offering is the Steelhead
XL which offers the same features as
the Steelhead but with a larger 1-1/2
inch cut. Like the other Steelhead
models, the blades of the Steelhead XL
easily cut through hide and tissue and
pass through the largest game with
ease, according to the company.

For hunters chasing speed,
Trophy Ridge offers the lighter weight

Rocket Miniblaster with its 1-3/4 inch
cut that delivers the goods. The
durable 75 grain Miniblaster offers
high kinetic energy along with speed
that they say puts a serious hurt on
the largest of game.  

Those shooting bows with lower
draw weights may find the 75 grain
Rocket Wolverine with its 1-1/4 inch
cutting diameter to be ideal for deliv-
ering higher speeds and deeper cuts.
According to Trophy Ridge the
Wolverine’s Pathfinder tip follows the
path of least resistance and smashes
through any bone getting in its way.
The Wolverine is suitable for use on
any game animal ranging from black
bear to African lion. 

According to Pickerill, the Rocket
Sidewinder promises to deliver a per-

fect balance between a large, 1-1/2
inch cutting diameter coupled with
enough penetrating power to easily
blow through any game from white-
tails to African lions. The 100 grain
Sidewinder not only cuts a wide
swath, it penetrates deeply as well. 

Deer or bear and just about anything else is fair game with the Steelhead family by Rocket broad-
heads. The 100 grain Steelhead at left has a 1-1/8 inch cutting diameter while the 125 grain model
produces a 1-1/4 inch cut. The Rocket Steelhead XP at center is a 100 grain model with a cut on con-
tact tip that excels at slicing thick hide like you find on an elk. The Rocket Steelhead XL at right cuts a
1-1/2 inch circle but like the others uses a solid steel ferrule coated with titanium nitride for increased
impact durability, reduced friction for improved penetration and reduced wind drag.

The lightweight Rocket Miniblaster
weighs just 75 grains but develops a
potent 1-3/4 inch wound channel when
open. The three-blade design provides
field point accuracy thanks to its aerody-
namic design. A lever action opens the
stainless steel .030 inch blades on con-
tact. These blades perform well when
using light arrows out of high speed
bows.

The Rocket Wolverine is a
lightweight broadhead
designed for shooting with a
lightweight arrow. The ferrule
has a trim Pathfinder tip scal-
loped to reduce surface area.

PHOTO RIGHT: The Stricknine is Dr.
Warren Strickland’s Signature broadhead
that features the crushing power of the
Pathfinder tip and a 2 inch diameter.
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The large, 2 inch cutting diameter
of the 100 grain Hammerhead allows
hunters to turn a good shot into a
great shot. The Hammerhead makes a
huge entry wound and creates mas-
sive blood trails so that tracking
becomes much easier, Pickerill said. 

Dr. Warren Strickland, a well
known cardiologist, has established
himself as one of the nation’s top
bowhunters by having taken many
North American and African game
species. The Stricknine by Rocket is a
125 grain broadhead with a large, 2
inch diameter cut and is Dr.
Strickland’s signature broadhead.
Trophy Ridge says the Stricknine
leaves enormous entry and exit
wounds resulting in massive blood
trails and is suitable for hunting any
North American deer species as well
as antelope and black bear. 

Rocket’s Buckblaster is a hybrid
hunting head that combines the
advantages of a fixed blade cut on
contact broadhead with a mechanical
head. The Buckblaster is designed for
use with bows with a draw weight of
70 pounds or more. It can be used as a

100 grain expandable or, by adding
the 3 fixed blades which are included,
it can be turned into a 125 grain killing
machine.

When longer shots at turkeys are
anticipated, the Rocket Tom-O-Hawk
expandable broadhead is the one to
recommend. The company says this
broadhead is designed for longer
shots at turkeys and offers a large, 2-
3/4 inch cutting diameter that
promises ol’ Tom will stay put once
he’s hit. For additional information on
these or any Trophy Ridge products
contact the company at 817 Maxwell
Avenue, Evansville, Indiana 47711;
(812) 467-1200.

Grim Reaper 
The original Grim Reaper

Razortip broadhead with a trocar tip is
designed to pulverize heavy bone and
slice through flesh like a scalpel.
Because of its design that puts the tip
well ahead of the blades, the company
says there is no deflection on angled
shots. Hunters will like knowing no
rubber bands or o-rings are required
to keep the blades closed and the fact

is the blades stay closed even when
shot out of the fastest bows and cross-
bows. 

According to Grim Reaper
Marketing Director Bruce Ryan, the
Razortip, introduced in 2000, rewrote
the book on mechanical broadhead
performance because it solved all the
problems associated with mechani-
cals up to that time. Ryan noted a
hunter can take steep angled tree-
stand shots or steep quartering shots
with confidence and not have to
worry about deflection. The three
blades of the Grim Reaper Razortip
float independently on a rugged
shock absorbing spring and open
without any kick on the arrow.
According to Ryan, these heads can be
shot through plywood, steel drums,
and just about anything else without
coming apart. Because the blades take
only one pound of pressure to open,
they consistently deploy on the light-
est-skinned game.  

The Grim Reaper Razortip comes
in 75, 85, 100, and 125 grain weights
and the .035 inch thick 440C stainless
steel blades are ground, honed, and
stropped for optimum sharpness. The
75 and 85 grain heads have a 1-1/8

Rocket Broadheads designed the
Sidewinder with a strong tip to ferrule
connection to distribute impact forces
evenly across a larger surface. Next, they
added their proven Pathfinder Tip that
finds the path of least resistance to smash
through bone. Finally, they used hardened
materials and stricter tolerances to pro-
vide great blade strength making the
Sidewinder a durable, large-cutting, deep-
penetrating killing machine.

The tip on the Grim Reaper Razortip
mechanical broadhead extends 1/2 inch
in front of the closed blades for straight in
penetration even on steeply angled shots.
A lock notch system holds the blades in
position. The Razortip models come in
cutting diameters from 1-1/8 to 1-3/4
inches and in weights from 75 to 125
grains.

Razorcut models used to have a small
leading blade mounted in the tip. Now
Grim Reaper is using this RazorcutSS style
where the leading blade is machined as
part of the stainless steel tip. Cutting
diameters are available all the way up to 2
inches in what the company calls its
Whitetail Special.
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and 1-3/8 inch cutting diameter
respectively while the 100 and 125
grain heads have a 1-3/4 inch cutting
diameter. 

Grim Reaper recently improved
the Razorcut mechanical broadhead
featuring with a Bulletrazor tip which
is a single cut-on-contact tip blade
mounted in a bullet point. The 40-
degree swept-back blade angle means
the blades will open regardless of the
shot angle and there are no rubber
bands or o-rings required to keep the
blades closed. Ryan claimed these are
the fastest-opening blades of any
mechanical broadhead on the mar-
ket. The Razorcut is available in 75, 85,
100 & 125 grain weights and has the
same cutting diameters as Razortips. 

Grim Reaper is now offering the
only broadhead licensed to carry the
Mathews name. The 3-blade Mathews
Edition mechanical broadhead fea-
tures a full 2 inch cut and the new,
solid steel, “V notch” tip which is
exclusive to Mathews edition heads.
The company is also offering a new
“Crossbow Approved” 100 grain 3
blade head which has been tested and
proven to 400 feet per second accord-
ing to Grim Reaper. The head has a 1-
1/2 inch cutting diameter and comes
with the exclusive Mathews V notch
tip. Contact Grim Reaper Broadheads
at 91 East 780 South #3, Provo, UT
84606 or phone (877) 474-6732 for fur-
ther information.  

Innerloc Broadheads
According to Connie Sullivan, the

Innerlock EXP mechanical broadhead
by Sullivan Industries raises the bar in
mechanical head reliability. Sullivan
explained this is achieved by control-
ling the tension applied to the blade at
different points along its rotation. “By
varying the amount of pressure
required to open the blades along
three key points, we achieve reliability
that is not possible with elastic or rub-
ber parts,” she noted.

After thousands of shots and
countless hours of cam and clip devel-
opment, Sullivan said the company
has optimized the way expandable
broadheads open. “With this level of
blade control, the Innerloc EXP will
not open prematurely when fired
from the highest of performance
equipment but it will open with great
efficiency upon impact,” she noted.
The EXP offers stainless components
that won’t deteriorate with age or
become stiff on very cold mornings
like rubber bands and o-rings can.

According to Sullivan, the compa-
ny left nothing on the shelf when it
designed the EXP. By reversing the
stop collar located at the base of the
broadhead, a hunter can choose
between a deep penetrating 1-1/8
inch diameter and the wide slicing 1-
7/16 inch diameter cutting head. The
smaller cutting circle and swept back

blades allows the head to penetrate
more like a fixed-blade head while the
large cutting circle does a maximum
amount of damage on pass through
shots. The smaller size is ideal for
lower poundage bows or for very large
game, while the large size can be used
without worries about penetration.
Contact Sullivan Industries/Innerloc
at 1472 Camp Creek Road, Lakemont,
Georgia 30552; (706) 782-5863 for
additional information.

Ram Cat Broadheads
Although not a true mechanical

broadhead, the Ram Cat by Fulton
Precision Archery offers shooters a
choice of either a 100 or 125 grain
head each featuring a Hydroshock
Self-Centering Chisel Tip. According
to company President Brett Fulton,
once in the animal, the lobes of the
broadhead create a hydrofoil that
forces body mass outward and
reduces friction along the arrow shaft.
Fulton said this design results in
extremely deep penetration and
results in more pass through shots on

The Innerloc EXP brings a new level of
computer-controlled machine capability
to broadhead building because it relies
on a spring tension clip rather than a rub-
ber band to hold the blades in place when
it is open or closed. A unique stop collar
lets the shooter choose either a 1-1/8 or
1-7/16 cutting diameter just by flipping
the collar. The 100 grain EXP comes in
either a two or three blade model.

The RamCat is a high performance
broadhead with a stealth design. This
head is highly accurate, offers deep pene-
tration, and has a large 1-3/8 cut diame-
ter. RamCat heads fly in the loaded posi-
tion but, if there is no pass through, the
blades roll forward and cut their way back
out. Deep lobes in the cutting tip create an
air foil that drafts wind over the blades
and prevents wind planing. Once in the
animal, the lobes create a hydrofoil which
forces body mass outward and reduces
friction along the arrow shaft.
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game animals. The patented airfoil
has deep lobes in the cutting tip and is
designed to draft wind over the blades
to eliminate wind planing. “It’s not
another spin off of the old Bear
Razorhead or similar heads,” Fulton
said. “The Ram Cat cuts on the bot-
tom lobes of the chisel tip to increase
penetration even with slower bows.”
The Ram Cat is constructed with a one
piece stainless steel body and thick,
.032 inch blades. The replaceable
blades are sharpened front and rear to
create a back-cut if the head does not
pass through the animal. Contact the
company at 661 Meadow Road, North
Huntingdon, Pennsylvania 15642 or
call them at (412) 519-5352 for addi-
tional information.

Crimson Talon
The unique blade design of

Crimson Talon broadheads from Mid-
Atlantic Archery make them stand out
from others on the market. All
Crimson Talon broadhead models
including the Crimson Cuda and the
X-System Hybrid use a patented Spin-
Tite Air Foil Technology to spin the
arrow from the front. The company
says this design gives hunters flatter,
faster and more accurate shots. In
addition, the airfoils force the arrow to
literally screw through the target
crushing bone and slicing veins and
arteries. According to Scott Mackie,
company president, the resulting
wound channel is the most lethal in

the industry because it cannot close
or clot for any reason. 

Mackie told ArrowTrade the
Crimson Cuda is a true mechanical
broadhead that flies like a field point.
The .030 inch No-Glare blades are
made from rugged surgical stainless
steel and open instantly on contact.
The head features a patented Spiral
Kut Tip that spin stabilizes the arrow
shaft from the front. 

The hybrid cut-on-contact X-
System broadhead is spin-stabilized
for maximum accuracy, according to
Mackie. A 7/8 inch main blade cou-
pled with two 1-1/2 inch deployable
blades provides a huge 2-3/8 inch cut-
ting surface. This means there is no
kinetic energy loss or deflections
upon impact. The X-System offers a
patented Inertia Trigger Cam that
eliminates the need for rubber bands
or o-rings and the blades are Teflon
coated for friction-free performance.
Mid-Atlantic Archery is located at 320
Old Zion Road, North East, Maryland,
21901; Phone (410) 658-9660. 

Tru-Fire
After its initial introduction of

mechanical heads, Tru-Fire added the
non-barbed Switchblade mechanical
broadhead for use in states such as
New York, Minnesota, Nebraska and
Massachusetts where barbed blades
are illegal. These heads are designed

to have the ends of the blades travel
toward the tip, 90 degrees to the cen-
terline of the ferrule, so that they may
be considered non-barbed. As with
the original version, once the
Switchblade strikes the target, the
blades remain locked in the open con-
dition and the only way to unlock
them is to pull out the tip. According
to company President Steve Tentler,
the Switchblade does not use any o-
rings or rubber bands and yet it has
rear deployable blades. 

The Crimson Cuda features a patented
Spin-Tite Airfoil Technology that puts
eight airfoil surfaces to work to spin-sta-
bilize the arrow from the front. The com-
pany says this spin provides a faster and
flatter flight and drives the Cuda’s Spiral-
Kut tip into the game animal on contact.
The Spiral Wound Channel design is said
to create larger holes that can’t close,
causing rapid bleeding for a better blood
trail and quicker kill. The retractable sur-
gical stainless steel blades are .036 of an
inch thick and open instantly on contact
providing a generous 1-3/4 inch cut.

The Tru-Fire Switchblade mechanical
broadhead features an automatic tip-acti-
vated blade deployment system that
deploys and locks the three .030 thick
blades into place before penetrating a
game animal. Because the blades deploy
from the rear, they won’t deflect on
angled shots. The Switchblade has a
Chisel-Tip design and a 1-3/8 inch cutting
diameter.

The X-System hybrid broadhead by Mid-
Atlantic Archery incorporates a patented
Spin-Tite Airfoil Technology which the
company says spin-stabilizes the arrow
from the front. The head is designed to
screw through the target much like a dry-
wall screw, creating big wounds that can-
not close or clot. The X-System offers a
huge 2-3/8 inch cutting surface using a 7/8
inch main blade coupled with twin 1-1/2
inch deployable surgical stainless steel
blades. The blades are coated with Teflon
for low friction.

The Switchblade Speed Tip has all the
same features as the Switchblade Chisel-
Tip except it is designed for bows shooting
over 310 feet per second. The company
has a special crossbow version with a
stronger blade retention spring to insure
blades stay closed at launch speeds even
over 400 fps.

Practice points from Tru-Fire are identical
in flight to the hunting models and are
much easier on foam targets.
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Tentler said, with rear deploying
blades, the blades need less kinetic
energy to open than conventional
“flip back” mechanical designs.
“When the tip of the Switchblade
makes contact with the target, the
blades open up simultaneously.
Because the blades are rear deployed,
angled shots are no problem for this
head,” Tentler told ArrowTrade.
“When the blades are in the open con-
dition, they are locked in place. To
close the blades, all a hunter needs to
do is to pull the tip and all three blades
close down without the fingers ever
touching a blade.”

The Switchblade has an overall
cutting diameter of 1-3/8 inches and
the blades are made of 440 stainless
steel, .032 inches thick. Tentler noted
every pack of Switchblade mechanical
broadheads is hand weighed to make
certain that they will be within 1 grain
of each other for a matched set. The
Switchblade also has practice heads
available that have the same external
features as the live heads. Tru-Fire is
located at 72 State Street, N Fond du
Lac, Wisconsin 54937; Phone (972-
774-0300. 

EP Hunting
EP Hunting offers shooters a

newer broadhead designed to per-
form with today’s high speed bows

and crossbows. Through trial and
error, company owners Mike Mix
and Doug VandeWater created a
broadhead which they say elimi-
nates the problems inherent in many
current designs. The Reign broad-
head offers two innovations that
separate it from other broadheads
on the market. A blunt tip called a
Shatterhead features razor sharp
sides and a much steeper angle than
other broadheads. Through testing,
the two men discovered when shot
at high speed, the Shatterhead acted
like a mushrooming bullet and liter-
ally exploded bone outward on con-
tact resulting in little or no blade
damage as the head passed through
the animal. 

The second Reign innovation is a
pivoting, single piece, two blade
design featuring a patent pending,
spring loaded ball bearing mecha-
nism that  re-centers the blade after
it pivots to get past bone. The
Swiveltech broadhead allows the
blade to move and re-center for
maximum cutting action by not
being deflected from its original
path. As a result, the company says
the arrow carries more energy into
and through the body cavity to pro-
vide bullet like penetration. The
Swiveltech comes in a 100 grain
weight and is made from 100 percent
stainless steel. EP Hunting is located
at 8672 Shoreway Drive, Byron
Center, Michigan, 49315; Phone
(616) 293-2813. 

Summary
For centuries fixed blade arrow

heads were the norm but in the past
15 years more hunters have turned
to using mechanical broadheads on
big game hunts. Fixed blade broad-
heads may, in some cases, present
tuning issues and this problem is
often exaggerated when shots are
taken over longer distances with
today’s super fast bows. On the other
hand, mechanical broadheads are
relatively new and are making great
inroads into the traditional fixed
blade market. An increasing number
of hunters prefer using them
because the blades of a mechanical
broadhead are tucked in close to the
ferrule and allow them to fly well out

of today’s high speed bows. In addi-
tion, mechanical broadheads offer a
larger cutting diameter than most
fixed blade broadheads and this
often results in easier tracking
through better blood trails and a
faster, more humane kill. 

Mechanical broadheads do have
some negatives because most
require a higher bow weight to
ensure penetration and complete
blade deployment. In addition,
because they are mechanical, they
can possibly malfunction and are
more prone to deflection off bone,
especially when they are opening. 

Those advocating the use of
mechanical broadheads do so
because of their inherent accuracy
over longer ranges. They say the bad
rap mechanical broadheads receive
is due to tuning issues with the bow
and not the broadhead itself. 

Regardless of individual opinion,
a growing number of hunters appre-
ciate how easy it is to go from prac-
tice points to hunting heads and
they like the large cutting diameters
the heads provide. Like riflemen
debating the merits of bonded over
partition bullets, whenever archers
gather there is bound to be contin-
ued debate regarding the merits of
each type of hunting head.
Fortunately, there is no shortage of
choices for both.

The Rein broadhead by EP Hunting fea-
tures a Shatterhead tip and an innova-
tive, pivoting, single-piece two blade
design with a spring loaded ball bearing
mechanism that re-centers the blade after
it pivots. The company says this allows
the arrow to carry more energy into and
through the animal’s body cavity. The tip
is razor sharp on all four sides and has a
steep angle designed to shatter bone.
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